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Abstract 

This work discusses new approach to Lithium-Ion battery health monitoring and lifetime 
prediction dedicated to use in off-grid application. First part of a study contains results of 
testing single cell in contest to notice the degradation effect. To simulate work-conditions 
LabView program was written with association of hardware for control of experimental 
rig.The biggest issue of testing lifetime of lithium-ion cells is highly time-consuming process 
because measurements deploy a numerous charge/discharge cycles. Large number of cycles 
results in noticeable degradation thus to accelerate this process and increase the amount of 
performed cycle higher than nominal current magnitude is applied. But it is important to 
emphasize that tests in manufacturer nominal conditions should be performed as a reference 
to the future results. Current and voltage characteristics allow measuring internal resistance 
of the cell during the test. On the other hand temperature changes receive the thermal 
response and heat emitted in common of temperature increasing. The idea of assessment of 
State of Health (SOH) is based on model-assisted approach to diagnostics. In this idea the 
simulation results are compared with experimental results at each cycle of battery charging 
and discharging and correlation between model and experiments are tested. Updated model 
is used for prediction of rest of battery safe life. To predict battery life the main factors that 
influence battery ageing are discussed and included into battery model applied for 
prediction. This thesis is part of the work, which aims to deploy simulation of the battery 
ageing mechanism to achieve lifetime prediction and ensure usage of full lithium-ion 
batteries potential. Applied Ageing factors based on theoretical model ensure nonlinear 
dependence of ageing on parameters such as temperature of operation, discharge rate and 
depth of discharge. Implemented algorithm can be fitted to a particular battery pack and 
provide a cycle life prediction including state of charge (SOC) and SOH monitoring. Last 
part of the paper presents meta-model formulation that is a possibility of battery state of 
health algorithm implementation into BMS. Memory and computing requirements are 
significantly limited compared to the MATLAB Simulation model. Use of Meta-model ensures 
the practical use of conducted research in real application. 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

Devices independent of the electrical network, are becoming increasingly popular and 
common, energy challenge is then focused on production of power, derived from sustainable 
energy sources. Unfortunately, due to the fluctuating output power of sustainable energy 
sources through a day, each off-grid application in addition to the PV Panel and or wind 
turbine, needs an energy storage system [1]. The most common solutions involves older lead-
acid batteries or newer Lithium-Ion batteries (LIBs) with their undeniable advantages such as 
low self-discharge rate, low calendar ageing and relative long lifetime. 
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An important aspect of using LIBs is to provide reliable battery control system, which will 
allow maximizing the usage of the battery potential. Degradation processes depends mainly 
on environment factors i.e. temperature and usage profiles: depth of discharge (DOD) and 
current rate. There is a need to provide an accurate State of Health (SOH) prediction prior to 
the off-grid device implementation based on expected usage condition for economics and 
battery pack specification preparation. Battery monitoring and lifetime estimation during the 
device operation is applied to ensure failure detection and adjusting of usage profiles through 
the battery lifetime. Another important task of the control system is to monitor battery State 
of Charge (SOC) in order to avoid over-discharge and over-charge. 

Battery SOH can be determined using various methodologies [2]. Most often the general 
idea is to compare current state of the battery with reference model prepared on the basis of 
experimental measurements and simulations. When battery operation data corresponds with 
reference results LIB health is estimated, if the deviation is significant failure may occurred. 
Health monitoring system capable of battery lifetime prediction is the aim of our study. 
Applied model include equivalent circuit model (ECM) combined with ageing module that 
takes into account battery resistance and total capacity change due to ageing phenomena, also 
provides an estimation of the battery lifetime left. The results from the simulations are 
compared with experimental measurements and, after model validation, are used for further 
SOH prediction (figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1: The sequence of presented study 

 
2 BATTERY MODEL PREPARATION  

Battery model preparation requires obtaining data from specific batteries on their cycling 
(charge/discharge) characteristics for initial Equivalent Circuit Model (ECM) parameters 
estimation. Long-term reference measurement is then conducted in order to prepare reference 
for ageing model. Uncommon approach is that the model of battery degradation is combined 
with ECM and is capable for changing parameters (resistance look-up table and total 
capacity), after each battery cycle. Authors also included simplification in battery ageing 
process which is comprised within the assumption that the battery parameters correspond to 
the capacity loss in the battery  no matter of usage history that led to specific degradation. 
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Tests on lithium-ion batteries were performed in highly determined environmental 
conditions, constant room temperature and defined parameters of load/supply current 
magnitude. Cycling lithium-ion batteries is very time-consuming thus the process of research 
was prepared especially for those purpose and was fully automated and human interference 
has been limited to a minimum. Program interface allows to continuous observing tests’ 
results. Despite fact of tests automation research was accelerated by increasing load/supply 
current what artificially boosted battery exploitation thus chemical composition degradation 
process. The result that was expected was capacity fall in common of cycling cell (figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2: Capacity fall, 18650 cell treated by 2C-rate [3] 

 
To define resistance characteristic pulse discharge program was allowed on cell with 1C-

rate. Figure 3 shows dependence of voltage vs SOC, by defining voltage drops/increases that 
occurs in and after load stages parameters of ECM could be defined.  
 

 
Figure 3: Pulse discharge, 1C-rate, load time=3min, stabilization time=21min 
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In every type of battery resistance is crucial because it strictly defined its performance not 
only by capability of current that could be taken but also by self heating. Thus resistance and 
cell temperature are highly dependent and even when resistance rise unsignificantly it has 
remarkable influence on heat response (figure 4). 
 

 
Figure 4: Characteristic of cell’s temperature and cell’s resistance during pulse discharge test 

 
Basing on the preeliminary measurements, equivalent circuit model (ECM) was prepared 

in MATLAB software. Essential design steps are well described in recent papers [4, 5, 6, 
7].Various load condition tests allowed to prepare load dependent ECM look-up tables [8]. 
Precise battery degradation model should include chemical and structural model of the 
battery. Our study, recognize degradation as a set of functions linking ECM with battery 
usage parameters. Such simplification allow to achieve satisfactory results where the basic 
subject of monitoring is a single battery cell overall capacity loss in a battery-pack structure, 
not the inner structure of a single cell. 

 
Developed simulation software is capable of estimate SOC and SOH according to the 

provided usage profiles or real-time measurements as well. Table 1 is a summary of the  
simulation model output parameters computation possibilities.  
 

Input Output 
Voltage, Load - SOC(%), Cycle/ Equivalent cycle count 
Load, Environment Temperature  - Battery Temperature 
  
Simulation signal / Real Data - SOC(%), SOH Estimation(cycles/lifetime 

left), update parameters: Total Capacity, 
Resistance 

Table 1: Summary of input and output possibilities of applied model 
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A validation of the ECM model and degradation prediction algorithm, was performed by 
the mean of series of simulations. The general information flow during validation is 
presented on the figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5: The sequence of simulation 

In order to check and adjust model parameters, each simulation was performed with  
a conjunction with an appropriate experimental test. The proper model adjustment was 
necessary to prepare satisfying characteristics of charge/discharge before simulation of 
battery degradation.  

To validate the parameters of ECM, we run a set of simulations of discharge employing 
different load values. Exemplary results are shown in figure 6. We also performed  
simulations of discharge for various temperatures in order to provide a data for heat transfer 
and voltage/capacity temperature influence validation. All obtained results stay in agreement 
with discharge load/temperature characteristic data from battery datasheet. Therefore we 
concluded, that our model correctly reproduces the behavior of real battery cell and might be 
used for future comparison with experimental data.  

 

 
Figure 6: Discharge Load Simulation curves 

 

3 STATE OF HEALTH AND LIFETIME PROGNOSIS 

The main challenge in our approach in SOH estimation is to completely asses and validate 
each ageing factor influence on the battery degradation. The main cycle life factors are the 
battery temperature, DOD and current rate. In storage systems aspect of the calendar life 
affected by SOC and Temperature is significant and needs to be included in the model [9]. 

Assessment of ageing parameters was a gradual process. Firstly, informationswere derived 
from the literature, available in [10, 11, 12] and then compared and fine-tuned to the series of 
battery measurement in various conditions. Influence of each ageing factor is stored in  
a look-up table with break points adequate to the specific measurement (load, temperature) 
conditions. Look-up table can be later transformed to the equation for meta-model 
formulation purpose.   

Provided model, can be used for application monitoring and simulation/prognosis.  SOH 
estimation provides a number of left full cycles or operation time to the battery pack 
replacement - when defined % of initial capacity loss occurs (usually 20-30% dictated by 
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power loss affected by resistance growth or total capacity loss). In order to provide a practical 
guidance for a LIBs users, we also create a spatial graph of usable energy –  a 3D surface, 
presented on figure 7, shows conjugated temperature and DOD dependence on total useful 
battery capacity. According to our experimental measurements, the best working condition 
for tested LIB cell are: the temperature range between 25 – 40°C and minimum value of SOC 
between 30 – 60%. Deep discharge decreases total useful capacity in  
a significant way due to the battery resistance characteristics (figure 8) and thus bigger 
thermal stresses. 

 
Figure :7 DOD and temperature dependence on the total battery useful capacity [3]. 

 
 

 
Figure 8: Resistance vs State of charge at 2C discharge 

 
 
4 META-MODEL FORMULATION 

Implementation of the full MATLAB model in the real device is in most cases impossible 
due to the computational requirements and device costs. Ageing model and usage suggestions 
can be formulated as a meta-model containing simplified mathematical relations between 
measured input and SOH estimation output. Design optimization is divided into two aspects - 
first: battery model and ageing function simplification and preparation of a set of rules in 
battery control (table 2). 
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Simulation model Application simplification 
Thermal model Temperature sensor 
ECM model (input: Load, Environment 
Temp, output: Voltage Response, SOC) 

Equation (input: Load, Temperature 
Voltage, output SOC) 

Resistance and Total Capacity change due to 
ageing 

Total Capacity change due to ageing 

Table 2: Meta-model simplification 

In real application there is no need to calculate each battery cell temperature as it is in the 
MATLAB model - simplified and more practical solution is to use a temperature sensor. 
Enough for most devices is one sensor situated on the least-ventilated cell or the one 
suspected to achieve the highest temperatures in the pack. Next step in meta-model 
formulation is replacement of the ECM model by direct equation where voltage of the battery 
corresponds to the SOC. 

Equations (1,2) are used after each battery cycle for Cycle Life Parameters (Clp1, Clp2) 
estimation.  Clp1 is a function of temperature, Load and DOD for Cycling capacity fade 
estimation and Clp2 is a function of temperature and DOD for Calendar capacity fade 
estimation. Depending on the cycle condition the value stays between (0-1) for better than 
reference conditions and >1 if the degradation proceeds faster than in reference model. 
Capacity after specific cycle is described by equation (3), where reference model is 
multiplied by the derived Cycle Life Parameters. 

Cycling Capacity fade param.:    Clp1=f(T,Load,DOD)   (1) 

Calendar Capacity fade param.:   Clp2=f(T,DOD)   (2) 

Capacity:  Ccycle=Ccycle-1-[Clp1*(Reference model) +  (Clp2 * Calendar ageing)] (3) 

Presented approach replaces the need of periodic capacity check and does not introduce 
any interruption to the device, on the other hand is less accurate especially after long-term 
device use. Further work on the battery monitoring should include examination of the 
quantitative deviation from the real capacity left in the cell and if necessary introduce an 
additional kind of capacity test for example after a specified number of cycles or specified 
capacity loss. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The Lithium Ion battery health monitoring is the subject of many researches, in order to 

develop real time control of the portable devices, off-grid devices to the large energy storage 

devices. Our work focused mainly on battery degradation measurement and acquisition of 

data needed for SOH estimation in simulation and then in real application. Existing papers 

were helpful to prepare our own measurement scenarios needed for reliable reference model 

preparation. 

Tests that were performed ensured that internal resistance of lithium-ion battery has great 

impact on its performance. Increase of resistance strictly limits cell’s capability of current 
that can be taken and causes high temperature rise. It is important to mention that cell cycled 

by low C-rate will be degrade slower not only in common capacity fall but also in chemical 

composition change 
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Implemented model, may be used  to estimate the capacity need of the battery system in 

specific off-grid application, when approximate energy demand and possible input (form PV 

panel/ wind turbine) is known. Battery pack capacity depends also on the need of overall 

battery lifetime and the time of device autonomous operation. 

In our study, we applied the state of health monitoring, to develop a method for prediction 
of a lifetime for lithium-ion battery. For this purpose, we developed a computational model 
of LIB, based on equivalent circuit model. The ECM model was extended with ageing 
function, including adverse effects of LIB degradation. The definition of ageing function was 
supported by experimental measurements, providing all needed parameters and 
characteristics. The accuracy resulting from our model, may vary, when input parameters are 
going beyond a standard usage range also long period of operation introduces a cumulative 
error in capacity estimation. Solution for periodic capacity verification should be introduced 
in further work. Nevertheless, we believe that our model, as a conjugation of existing models 
with preliminary measurements, is able to give a fuller description of LIB performance and 
form a solid ground for future development of comprehensive state of health monitoring and 
prognosis solutions for off-grid systems.  
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